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1. INTRODUCTION 

Life insurance companies can enhance the rigour of their financial 
management by using an option adjusted spread model. Companies 
writing annuity or interest sensitive life products are probably heavy 
writers of interest rate driven financial options. Such products typically 
have guaranteed rates, which have the characteristics of interest rate 
floors, and rate sensitive lapses, which have some characteristics of in- 
terest rate puts. On the asset side, companies acquiring corporate bonds 
and many types of mortgage-related securities are also heavy writers of 
financial options. Pricing tools capable of reflecting the cost of embed- 
ded options must be applied on both sides of the balance sheet in order 
to expect rigorous financial decisions. 

Adequate access to such models includes intellectual access by man- 
agement of the company. Prudent use of the power of one of these mod- 
els requires an adequate feel for the inner workings of the model itself. 
When is it appropriate to use the model? What is reasonable input? 
When do we change our inputs? What is believable output? Can we 
apply the technology to cash flow structures that have never been sub 
jetted to option-adujsted pricing assumptions? Although an adequate 
commercially developed code may be available, appropriate use of it is 
often precluded by its “black box” nature - nobody in management has 
been able to pierce the veil of full utility. In addition, linkage with cash 
flow routines may not be feasible with commercial models. 

The interest rate process is a primary component in an option- 
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adjusted spread model. Interest sensitive cash flow projection begins 
with the projection of an interest rate path drawn from a specified dis- 
tribution of rates. The characterization of the distribution of interest 
rates is a highly technical matter. However, each step of the characteri- 
zation is subject to study in a clear, but largely non-technical manner. 

The purpose of this paper is to present the financial intuition sup 
porting a lognormal interest rate diffusion process. The model described 
is fundamentally of the Black-Derman-Toy(‘) class, which is, in most 
ways, a superset of many good lognormal models. Most publications do 
not address the issue of gaining a feel for the notion of an interest rate 
process. Academic authors often focus on closed-form solutions to op- 
tion pricing (which rarely apply to options embedded in path-dependent 
cash flows) or are highly technical. Professional authors often desire 
to retain much of the proprietary nature of their process. This paper 
will proceed stepwise through the development of a lognormal interest 
rate process in a practical and intuitive manner. Each step has the pri- 
mary objective of transmitting intuition rather than of demonstrating 
mathematical elegance. 

Following a simple example of the effect of interest rate volatility, 
the paper has four sections. Section One discusses issues related to 
risk-free rate estimation. Section Two develops the elements needed for 
projecting short-term rates under arbitrage-free conditions. This section 
discusses, for purposes of illustration, the use of drift term estimates. 
Although their use in projections introduces errors, they are instructive 
to consider. The section ends with a discussion of fitting the clistribution 
to the data without errors. Section Three describes projection of such 
rates. Section Four discusses aspects of the diffusion process. 

2. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE AND OVERVIEW 

Consider a high quality corporate bond selling at a price of 95 and 
currently callable at par (assume, for the moment, no cost to the issuing 
company of calling the bond, that the market is pricing no expectations 
of rate movements, that the spread to Treasury of the bond does not 
change over its remaining life and that the yield curve is flat). 

(‘IF. Black, E. Derman, W. Toy, “A One-factor Model of Interest Rates and Its 
Application to Treasury Bond Options” Financial Analysis Journal, January- 
February 1990, pp. 33-39. 
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If interest rates experience absolutely no perturbations until the 
maturity of the bond, then the markcl, price of the bond will follow 
smoothly its level yield accretion scht~i~lle until maturity and the call 
option cannot be used by the issuer. That is, the market was not pricing 
any interest rate fluctuations, there were no such fluctuations and the 
value of the option was zero. 

Now assume that rates are agitated in a random fashion only slightly 
and that the market has priced the bond accordingly. It is now con- 
ceivable, although unlikely, that at some point prior to maturity the 
market price will wander above the strike price and the issuing firm will 
enjoy the benefit of calling it at the cost of the holder of the bond. 
Although the central price tendency remained at the smooth accretion 
schedule absent the call, the presence of the call truncated the price 
distribution at all times at the level of the strike price. So the mid- 
dle of the distribution indicated a market price, in the presence of the 
option, below the market price absent the option. Alternatively stated, 
a lower discounting spread to Treasury exists for the bond that would, 
once again, equate the central tendency of the price distribution at each 
period until maturity and the market path toward par. The amount 
by which the discounting spread must be lowered to achieve sucl~ price 
tracking is the cost, in basis points, of the call feature of the bond under 
the assumption of interest rate perturbation. 

Now assume increasing levels of interest rate volatility. At each 
increment of volatility, the call provision of the bond exacts additional 
cast from the holder. Stated otherwise, at each increment of volatility, 
the discounting spread to Treasury, adjusted for the cost of the option, 
is lower. 

In pricing a financially-contingent claim or obligation under simple 
one-factor lognormal assumptions, a full option adjusted spread model: 
1) estimates the zero coupon rates associated with each future term, 2) 
estimates the short-term forward rates associated with each future term, 
3) estimates the universe of arbitrage-free forward rates associated with 
each term given a term structure of volatility, 4) projects a random path 
of short-term forward rates over the term of the claim or obligation, 5) 
generates a cash flow vector as a function of the rate path projected 
and the provisions of the claim or obligation, 6) discounts the cash back 
to the present on a recursive basis using the forward rates associated 
with each term, which are actually estimates of one-period zero coupon 
rates at each term, plus a given spread as month-to-month discount 
rates, 7) repeats this path projection, averaging each result with earlier 
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projections, until requisite price convergence has been achieved. 
The remainder of this paper focuses on the third and fourth steps, 

with some discussion of steps one and two. 

3. ESTIMATING RISK-FREE PRICES AND ASSOCIATED RATES 

Risk-free interest rates for use in the model must be interpolated 
and transformed based on current market prices. The interest rate 
process projects risk-free rates of interest under arbitrage-free conditions. 
In doing so, it requires the fundamental rates of interest, that is, the 
pure time value of money, for each period of the projection. We assume 
a month-to-month projection. In accomplishing this, we adjust market 
prices in four ways. 

First, we interpolate between on-the-run Treasury rates. Other 
methodologies use all Treasury issues as input. An advantage of the lat- 
ter approach is that more rates are used and the interpolation distances 
are not so great. We believe, however, that the risk-free assumption is 
compromised in this approach because some liquidity risk is present rel- 
ative to the on-the-run rates. Instead, we choose simply to interpolate 
between the 10 on-the-run rates (i.e. including the twenty year rate) 
using non-linear regression smoothing techniques. With this approach, 
we have a smooth, well-fitting curve of par rates. 

Second, we transform this vector of par rates into vector of zer@ 
coupon rates for every assumed future coupon payment period. The par 
rate is that rate of interest assumed to be borne by an instrument trading 
at par at a given term. It is assumed to pay interest at every future 
coupon date. Consequently, the price and effective term information it 
provides is confused by early coupon payments. By stepping out in six 
month increments, all pre-term cash flows can be adjusted by the zero- 
coupon rate associated with the terms of such cash flows. We then solve 
for the zerecoupon rate at the term itself. That is, given that we know 
all pre-term and term cash flows, and given that, relative to each term, 
we have already solved all pre-term zero coupon rates, we can solve the 
zero coupon rate at the term. Specifically, it is that rate that, after 
giving effect to the pre-term cash flows discounted by their respective 
zero coupon rates, discounts the term cash flow such that the present 
value of the entire vector is equal to par. With this approach we have 
a smooth vector of zero coupon rates spaced at six month intervals. 

Third, we then apply further smoothing and interpolating proce- 
dures to estimate the zero coupon rates for months between coupon 
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payment dates. We then have a smooth, well-fitting, monthly series of 
zero coupon rates. 

Fourth, we then transform the zero coupon rates to pure month-to 
month rates of interest. Consider that the zero coupon rate at any term 
is the rate of interest prevailing over the entire period to term. The rate 
at any term, however, can be further conceived as the geometric average 
of all monthly rates to term. This monthly interest rate vector is the 
pure time value of money for any given period. We can call this rate 
the forward rate of interest at such term. For example, if the month 
one zero coupon rate ~1 = 8.0% and 7‘2 = 8.05% then the month one 
forward rate is fi = 8.0%. Now, considering ~1 the current price of 
$ 1 received in one month and noting that Treasury conventions use 
semi-annual coupon payments, since: 

-l/6 

= .99348453, 

and: 
-216 

= .98693244, 

and: 

fl = [($1]2=8.0% 

where: 

then: 

po = 1.0, 

f2 = [ (;,” - l] 2 = 8.100012. 

In general: 

ft= [(p2)“-1]2; 

more generally yet: 

fn,t = [ (pc)“‘” - I] 2 

where: n = the number of months forward the rate incorporates zero 
coupon prices, since a forward rate can be of any term, provided, how- 
ever, the zero coupon prices are extant at t and t - n. 
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Also: 

PI 

That is, since the zero coupon rate at month two was higher than 
the zero coupon rate at month one, then the forward rate at month two 
had to increase by a larger amount to drag the full zero coupon rate 
up. This process is then repeated for the entire vector of zero coupon 
rates. We now have a smooth schedule of rates comprising the pure 
time cost of money on a month-to-month basis in the future. These are 
the building blocks of the process. 

We can also describe a schedule of interest rate volatility, albeit 
with less market precision. We are interested in what is, in effect, the 
forward rates of volatility for this process. We can look at various well- 
functioning option markets to find the market’s assessment of short term 
interest rate volatility. However, no such longer-term market exists. 
Many practitioners simply use an historical average to estimate long 
term volatility. We look to the market for short term volatility and then 
phase in our view about longer-term volat,ility. Having done this, we 
estimate the forward rate schedule of volatility. 

We now have the elemental building blocks to estimate the param- 
eters of a lognormal interest rate process. 

4. FITTING THE DISTRIBUTION 

4.1. A USEFUL RATE PARAMETER APPROXIMATION - ESTIMATING DRIFT 
TERMS 

A provisional and instructive way to conceive of interest rate diffu- 
sion is to estimate and use parameters to describe the drift, that is, the 
expected dynamic of rates from one period to the next. The procedure 
provides an approximation that is accurate enough for some practition- 
ers. We can better investigabe the elements of a precise diffusion process 
by examining the problems that arise in using the drift term method. 

Immediately following is the development of a simple concept of 
drift. In a later section a richer notion is presented. 

Consider again, as a limit case, a state in which the interest rate 
options market priced interest rate volatility at zero percent. The market 
would be contending that future interest rates were known with certainty 
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and, in fact, it would be pricing no possibility of a change in rates. The 
options market would be priced as though the forward curve would be 
realized precisely. In such case we could characterize the forward rate at 
any month as a function of the forward rate for the previous month and 
the expected percent change in the rate as implied by ‘IYeasury prices. 

That is: 

PI Sl,t = fl,t-le dt 

where: 

a measure of the drift of the central tendency of the short term forward 
rates. 

Referring to the previous example: 

f1,2 = fl,le 4 . 

Since: 

d2 = In 
.08100012 

.08 > 
= .01242400, 

f1,2 =.08e 01242400 = 8.100012%. 

In fact, the entire term structure could be defined by fl,l and the vector 
of drift terms. Note that, in any case, fl,l is known with certainty. 

4.2. ONE BASIC PROBLEM 

The expression could also be placed in the context of the expected 
rate under conditions of uncertainty: 

where: gt = annual interest rate volatility at time t. 

Since ot is assumed to be zero, both up and down nodes of the 
lattice produce a rate of 8.100012 percent, the expected rate for f~. 
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Consider now the effect of using a measure of volatility greater 
than zero while retaining the same drift terms. Note, in the context of 
a binomial rate process, that at t = 2, only two possible rates exist. 

f;; =~0~e(.0g~)+~01242400 = 8.313214% 

These are apparently reasonable rates, except when they are subject to 
a test to determine whether they combine accurately to price the yield 
curve. Consider the average one month forward prices they imply: 

.08313214 -116 
2 ) = .99323541 

.07892278 -116 
2 ) = .99357031 

for an expected price of .99340286; recall that, since we had only two 
possible rates for fr,2, each of these prices was assigned a weight of .5. 

Note that this expected price indicates a rate for 11,~ of 8.102622 
percent (by equation [l]), which is .26 basis points in error of the market 
rate of 8.100012. If volatility is assumed to be 15 percent, the error 
increases to .72 basis points. The price errors, pr,z at volatilities of 
9 and 15 percent are .00000217 and .00000600 respectively. Use of 
these parameters would establish conditions for arbitrage where we have 
assumed that none can exist. The reason for the error is that the second 
and higher derivatives of the price function are not zero; that is, prices 
change with respect to interest rates in a curvelinear fashion, a condition 
called convexity in the investment literature. 

4.3. A SIMPLE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 

An iterative process can be performed to solve the unique drift term 
that eliminates the price error. The drift term is a variable without 
economic significance in itself that can be adjusted to eliminate pricing 
errors caused be the effect of the stochasticization of rates. In the above 
example, a drift term of .01210186 eliminates virtually all price error. 
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f1”pz = .08 ,W’~+~Ol2lOW = 8.310536% 

f$ = .Ofj ,W9@+.012lOW = 7.889736% 

pyp, = .99323754 

p;“n, = .99357234 

These prices indicate an expected price of .99340494, eliminating error 
at an acceptable threshold. 

4.4. A GENERAL DISTRIBUTION FITTING SOLUTION 

The period two iteration process is made simpler because only two 
possible rates exist. Consequently, we simply weigh them equally. 

At more distant periods two apparent complexities impinge. First, 
the number of possible paths increases geometrically. At period two, 
two paths were possible; by periods 3, 4 and 5, the possible paths are 4, 
8, and 16 paths respectively. This would appear to present an eventual 
computation problem at distant periods. However, one feature of the 
lognormal approach is that, for any given rate path and its mirror path 
(i.e. a mirror path would be one that moved in the opposite direction 
of the main path at every period so that it constituted a mirror image 
of the main path), the same number of up and down movements will 
produce the same rate. Consequently, at any period, the number of 
possible rates is small relative to the number of possible paths leading 
to the rate. That is, at any term, there are fewer nodes than possible 
paths to arrive at such node. This condition holds regardless of the 
shape of the forward rate and volatility curves. In fact, the number of 
possible rates at month t is equal to t. This simplifies our calculation. 

Secondly, the weighting of a particular rate becomes more complex. 
At t = 2, the weights were simply .5 for each rate. Beyond that, we need 
to find the number of paths ending at a given rate as a proportion of 
all paths at such term to use as weights. Fortunately, a simple method 
indicates this ratio. 

Chart One depicts graphically the first eight periods of a lattice es- 
timation based on forward market rate, price and volatility information. 
The chart provides basic input data. In this case, we have assumed them 
all (with the exception of drift) rather than having calculated them. 
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Graphic One shows the number of paths that can end at any node at 
a given term. The pattern is, perhaps, obvious from the chart. The total 
possible path endpoints at a given term is equal to 2”-‘. Furthermore, 
at t 2 4, the graphic provides information, at any node, with respect 
to the relative proportion of rates that rose or fell from the preceding 
term to arrive at such node. For example, at i. = 8 and the third node 
down from the top, with a G/21 probability, the rate will fall to arrive 
at the node and with a 15/21 probability the rate will rise to arrive at 
the node. 

Graphic Two provides weights associated with any node. This is 
the number of paths that can end at such node as a proportion of total 
possible path endpoints at the term. This information is rounded to five 
places. Again, perhaps the pattern is intuitively obvious. 

Estimates in Graphics Three, Four and Five must be derived simul- 
taneously by an iterative process. 

At any term, estimate the unique set of forward rates such that the 
following conditions are met: 

1) the distance between any two nodes can be described as: 

In this way, both rate and volatility conditions are satisfied. Note 
that, at any term, adjacent nodes (where such nodes are f”P and fdTL 
relative to each other) have the following relationship (by rearranging 
equation [S]): 

For example, in Graphic Three, t = 7, consider the fourth and fifth rates 
down from the top: 

.08608125 = .07839506 e(2).162m, 

2) the difference between the number of rates above and below fl,t 
is equal to zero in even numbered month and one negative one in 
odd numbered months. That is, the lattice must be centered on 
the forward rate curve, and 

3) the sum of the weighted zero coupon prices must equal (within a 
certain tolerance for error) the zero coupon price indicated by the 
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term structure interpolation. We derive a given zero coupon price 
by multiplying the estimated forward prices by the two zero coupon 
prices of the preceding term leading to such position in the lattice. 
For example, at t = 8 and the third node down from the top: 

.94292628 = [(.99191501)(.94891238)(6/21)]+ 

+ [(.99191501)(.95129179)(15/21)] , 

where 

by equation [2]. 

These zero coupon prices are then weighted according to informa- 
tion from Graphic Two to produce the weighted zero coupon prices in 
Graphic Five. 

In accomplishing this fitting, we use, by convention, a drift term to 
establish the center rate as a function of the rate at the top of the lower 
one-half of the distribution of the even-numbered month that preceded 
it. By equation 151, for example, at t = 5, 

.08442919 I .07920589 ,(.168@)+.01536501 . 

In even-numbered months, we establish a phantom rate, equal to 
the forward rate at such term, and establish the “center” rate as the 
rate at the bottom of the upper one-half of the distribution. BY a 
transformation of equation [6], for example, at t = 6, 

The use of the drift term in centering the distribution forces us to 
characterize it differently in odd and even months. Consequently, the 
drift term series, as shown in Chart 1, is discontinuous, although it shows 
continuity across odd-numbered months and even-numbered months. 
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Chart 1 
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Graph. - 2 Endpoint Weights 
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Graph. 3 - Forward Rate Distribution 
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Graph. 4 - Zero Coupon Prices 
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Graph. 5 - Weighted Zero Coupon Prices 
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5. PROJECTING SHORT-TERM RATES 

A path of short-term forward rates can then be assembled by a 
simple random selection process. At any term, the rate moves either up 
or down, with a probability of .5 in either direction, in a random pattern 
from the previous term. The rate can move only from an adjacent node 
at the previous term; it camlot leap nodes. Referring to Graphic Three, 
a given path may include the following rate pattern: 

,:%I 8.&47%8.2203110% zozo45ss%7.ss254G1%8.12866F8%7.83~7~(l%8.29~08% 
Move:n.m. up down down down UP down UP 

Adequate sampling will produce results that reconstitute the term struc- 
ture of interest rates. Proper sampling ensures that rates are selected, 
at each term, roughly according to the weights shown in Graphic Two. 
Given such sampling, the rate implied by the weighted average price at 
each term is the Treasury forward rate. Given such correct prices, the 
zero coupon rate implied by the product of prices across terms is the 
Treasury zero coupon rate. This further confirms the fit of the model. 

6. CERTAIN ASPECTS OF THE RATE DIFFUSION PROCESS 

Note the following with respect to this projection. 

First, path pairs can be projected in order that the average price 
converges more quickly. In theory, projecting paths without their respec- 
tive mirrors will provide the same expected present value. Projecting 
paths and their mirrors, however, affords relatively quick convergence. 
Doing so is justified on the basis that, if the primary path represents 
a randomly determined set of observations, then so does its inverse. In 
fact, more sophisticated sampling techniques can further increase effi- 
ciency. 

Second, bear in mind that each point represents the pure time value 
of money for that period. As such, the value at any period t of a cash 
flow received at any period t + 1 can be described by equation [2]. Thus, 
cash generated at various future points can be discounted by equation 
(21 to the period before it, and so on, to the present. 

Third, each path of short-term rates implies a path of long term 
rates as well. Consider the following: 

171 Pt,t+n = Ii Yt+1,t t+11 
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That is, the product of the one month prices over a given number of 
months is equal to the price for the entire period. Such prices imply an 
interest rate by equation [l]. 

Fourth, by using long-term implied rates on treasuries, cash flows 
from mortgages and insurance liabilities, for example, can be generated 
and future prices on callable corporate bonds can be projected and calls 
triggered. 

Fifth, cash flows so generated can be discounted to the present 
using pure one month prices adjusted by any additional spread that 
might be appropriate. In each case, cash flows are discounted by the 
short term rates that produced such flows. 

Sixth, the selection of the proper number of paths is an empirical 
issue. The appropriate number of paths is that number over which 
the expected present value has converged to a degree that is adequate 
for a given purpose. Certain complex mortgages, annuity or interest- 
sensitive life instruments take about 1000 paths to converge, some less 
than 100. Using the results to gain a feel for the spread offered by a 
given instrument may require only 25, whereas estimating derivatives of 
price with respect to a subtle shift in rates may require over 1000. 

Seventh, extreme rates raise an issue of instrument convexity. Crit- 
ics point out that rates projected under lognormal assumptions can 
become quite high or quite low. Graphic Two demonstrates how un- 
likely extreme rates are; after only eight periods, the most extreme rate 
appears in less than 1 out of 100 paths. Evidence is not clear that 
such possibility even convincingly argues against the lognormal distri- 
bution assumptions(2). Furthermore, the normal negatively sloped term 
structure of volatility dampens distant rate amplitude in a way that is 
consistent with mean reverting rate processes. However, for the mo- 
ment, suppose that some paths indeed wander to levels that could never 
be reached in practice. Proper sampling assures that the effect of each 
extreme is buffered. Plausible expected instrument prices result from 
two implausible, but largely offsetting paths. This sampling removes the 
first derivative effect from the expected price, leaving only the second 
derivative effect, that is, convexity, reflected in the expected price. It is 
not clear that such convexity does not represent an accurate reflection 
of reality. 

(2)J.E. Murphy Jr., “The Random Character of Interest Rates”, (Chicago: 
Probus Publishing Company), 1990. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

This concludes discussion of a lognormal one factor interest rate 
process methodology. We have attempted to present, in a practical 
and accessible way, a standard approach to an arbitrage-free general- 
ized interest rate diffusion process with a few words on term structure 
interpolation and estimation and use of the method of pricing financial 
claims or obligations containing embedded options. 






